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HEARING PROTECTION

Hearing Protection

ALL YOU NEED
TO HEAR

QUIETPRO® Intelligent Hearing Protection
and Communication System
Imagine the danger created for law enforcement officers who
have suffered hearing damage as a result of exposure to
weapons fire or an explosion, and are unable to hear
commands or incoming fire. If their hearing is impaired, they
and their fellow officers are at a higher risk of not clearly
hearing communications or incoming enemy fire.

With QUIETPRO, leaders can feel confident that their officers
maintain full hearing readiness before, during and after
deployment, as well as into a healthy retirement.
QUIETPRO offers:
• The clearest two-way communications and speech
intelligibility in extreme noise
• “Bionic hearing” technology to deliver fastest adaptive
hearing protection for superior situational awareness and
understanding in rapidly changing noise environments
• Amplification of ambient sound up to 5x natural hearing
threshold, increasing officers’ understanding of their
environment
• Maintenance of an officer’s full hearing readiness before,
during, and after operations
• Earbud-style headset easy to fit, comfortable for long-term
wear

The QUIETPRO intelligent hearing protection and communication system from Honeywell turns that potential impairment
into a tactical weapon. It transforms an officer’s hearing from
a point of vulnerability to a tactical advantage.
Based on combat-proven technology, QUIETPRO is the only
intelligent hearing protection and communication system that
provides smart personal hearing protection, enhancement,
and clear communication throughout the full spectrum of
range and tactical operations.
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Clear communication essential for adapting to and understanding rapidly changing environments
• In-ear headset
QUIETPRO® transmits voice signals through a microphone inside the in-ear headset through air conduction. This eliminates
ambient sounds, enabling soldiers to clearly communicate in sensitive environments and when wearing head protection
(e.g., ballistic helmets, CRBN masks).
• Exclusive automatic fit check
Upon insertion of the eartips and system start-up, QUIETPRO performs a quick calibration check to detect proper fit,
validating adequate hearing protection and clear communication transmissions in each ear.
• Superior digital processing
QUIETPRO’s patented digital signal processing synthesizes allowable incoming signals, feeding the user fully-optimized
sound. Result: the industry’s clearest communication, especially in medium-to-high noise environments.
• Fully adaptive hearing protection
Patented digital Active Noise Reduction (dANR) technology adapts to the unique acoustic characteristics of each ear. Its
“always listening, always on” technology processes sounds, instantly attenuating the sounds you don’t want to hear and
clearly delivering the ones you do!

Key Features:

QUIETPRO® QP+

QUIETPRO® QP400

QUIETPRO QP+ is always listening, always on
Always listening, always on, QUIETPRO QP+’s bionic hearing
expands a user’s personal situational awareness and understanding by not only adapting to changing noise noises but
also increasing hearing thresholds up to 5x normal hearing.
This allows an officer to detect immediate threats in sensitive
operations and at further distances, assess rapidly changing
environments and potential threats, and make smarter
decisions about actions in tactical operations.

QUIETPRO QP400 has a new interface for more flexible,
smart radio communications
On foot patrol, mounted in a vehicle, or in the air, QUIETPRO
QP400 provides full jump-on/plug-in transition throughout all
mobility platforms. In fact, QUIETPRO QP400 adapts to the
widest range of radio and comms platforms, maintaining
simultaneous connections to personal and mounted radios,
keeping officers networked and connected during all stages
of their mission.

QUIETPRO helps you hear:
• Clear radio communications, enhancing verbal commands
and warnings
• Face-to-face conversation in high-noise environments at
normal levels
• Environmental sounds, including enemy movement or
activity such as footsteps, twigs snapping, absence of
birdsong, weapons cocking, etc.

Plus, its new slimline design improves user ergonomics, from
its easy to press button controls to its lower profile design
with cabling on one end. QUIETPRO QP400’s voice feedback menu enables users to manage audio output and
amplification settings easily.
QUIETPRO QP400ʼs radio connectivity supports:
• Quick connection/disconnection – cables allow speedy,
flexible connection to personal and vehicle comms
• Optimum radio interface configuration – adapting to a wide
range of available radios
• Four-radio/intercom capability
– via smart comms hub plus
dedicated mobility port, routes
audio to connect up to four
separate tactical radios or
vehicle comms networks
simultaneously

QP+

QP400
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Respiratory Protection

Survivair Commando™ Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus
• Black harness,
facepiece components
and cylinder
Provide for a truly stealth
appearance. Non-reflective, blend in with dark
uniforms and cylinder
backgrounds. Optional
black Nomex®/Kevlar®
shroud to cover
cylinder valve and firststage regulator for
enhanced concealment.

An invisible SCBA, developed in response to requests by
police department SWAT teams, the Survivair Commando
is designed to be as unobtrusive and quiet as possible,
while still ensuring maximum safety and comfort.
• Facepiece heads-up display (HUD)
Provides users with easy identification of their air
status without an audible alarm.
• Optically correct Twenty/20+™ facepiece
Provides a distortion-free view and unparalleled comfort
with your choice of a five-strap silicone or Kevlar®
headnet harness.
• Black 30-, 45-, or 60-minute carbon cylinders are
painted black without a reflective band
Blend in with stealth environments.

Key Features:
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• Silicone rubber facepiece
Provides durability. Won’t oxidize or react with ozone.
Unsurpassed comfort, even in extreme heat or cold.
Available in three sizes. Five-strap harness and skirt.
Better sealing ability for improved comfort and fit.
Optional headnet mesh-style head harness. Convenient,
easily removable exhalation valve. Faster and easier
servicing.
• First-stage regulator – minimal moving parts
Dramatically enhances reliability while reducing maintenance costs.
• Second-stage regulator – compact, low profile
Air Klic™ fastening system, First-Breath-On
Provides better downward vision, less chance of
damage. Allows quick and easy attachment. Activation of
unit without free flow. Can be kept in stand-by mode.
• Low-air alarm – no audible alarm
Performs silently in potentially dangerous situations.
• Heads-up display
Discreet flashing LED signal inside facepiece.
• Mighty-Light® backpack
One of the lightest, easiest to use, most comfortable
backpacks in the industry. Offers an ergonomical back
frame that is designed to the contours of the wearer’s
back, distributing the weight of the SCBA to the hips
for comfort and stability.
• No tools required
No bolts or screws on harness for quick, easy assembly
and disassembly.
• Regulator holder
Conveniently holds regulator in activated stand-by
position. Keeps contaminants and water out of
disconnected regulator.

974200 – Configuration 1
- Commando SCBA with Panther™ HUD, no audible
alarm, 2216 psig (969177)
- Commando Twenty/20+™, headnet, medium nose cup,
black, medium skirt (262026)
- 30-minute 2216 psig (fully wrapped carbon) with
locking collar, black (Commando) (917422BLK)
- Cylinder cover, black, Commando SCBA (X969117)
974300 – Configuration 2
- Commando SCBA with Panther™ HUD, no audible
alarm, 4500 psig (969127)
- Commando Twenty/20+™, headnet, medium nose cup,
black, medium skirt (262026)
- 30-minute 4500 psig (fully wrapped carbon) without
locking collar, black (Commando) (917133BLK)
- Cylinder cover, black, Commando SCBA (X969117)
974500 – Configuration 3
- Commando SCBA with Panther™ HUD, no audible
alarm, 2216 psig (969177)
- Commando Twenty/20+™, headnet, medium nose cup,
black, medium skirt (262026)
- 30-minute 2216 psig (fully wrapped carbon) with
locking collar, black (Commando) (917422BLK)
- Buddy breather kit, over-the-shoulder (dual fitting) with
SAR check valve (SAR check valve requires either a
Foster, Hansen or Schrader plug) (X965119)
- SAR attachment kit for over-the-shoulder buddy
breather with SAR check valve (requires 965119)
(965122)
- Cylinder cover, black, Commando SCBA (X969117)
974600 – Configuration 4
- Commando SCBA with Panther™ HUD, no audible
alarm, 4500 psig (969127)
- Commando Twenty/20+™, headnet, medium nose cup,
black, medium skirt (262026)
- 30-minute 4500 psig (fully wrapped carbon) without
locking collar, black (Commando) (917133BLK)
- Buddy breather kit, over-the-shoulder (dual fitting), with
SAR check valve (SAR check valve requires either a
Foster, Hansen or Schrader plug) (X965119)
- SAR attachment kit for over-the-shoulder buddy
breather with SAR check valve (requires 965119)
(965122)
- Cylinder cover, black, Commando SCBA (X969117)

The following are the most popular Commando SCBA
configurations. These pre-configured SCBAs allow for
easier ordering with a single part number rather than
having to configure a Commando SCBA. Part numbers in
parentheses are the components included in the master
part number. These SCBAs are not stocked and carry a
standard lead and delivery time.

Note: Please contact your Honeywell Law Enforcement
distributor if you require a custom configured Commando
SCBA.
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Respiratory Protection

Survivair Opti-Fit Tactical (NIOSH)
• DIN-threaded 40 mm connectors
Makes attaching and removing canisters at the front or on
either side of the facepiece quick and easy.
• Standard nose cup
Reduces lens fogging.
• Low breathing resistance
• NIOSH approved with the model 1688 canister
Provides protection against a-chloracetophenone (CN),
o-chlorobenzylidene malononitrile (CS) and includes a
P100 filter for use against particulates such as pepper
spray. TC-14G-0264.

The Survivair Opti-Fit Tactical riot-control gas mask is
designed specifically for first responders in tactical and
riot-control situations. Three-position canister mounting
for various applications.
• Superior field of vision
Delivers unobstructed view in critical situations where
vision is essential.
• Facepiece constructed of soft silicone
Provides excellent comfort, fit, and durability.
• Three choices of headgear
Five-strap silicone head harness, or nylon mesh headnet.
• Three sizes (small, medium and large)
Ensures excellent fit and protection for most facial sizes
and shapes.
• Three-position canister mounting
Adaptable for various applications. Side mounting
enables sighting of weapons from either side of the
facepiece. Conventional front-mounted position is also
available.
• Anti-scratch coated polycarbonate lens is virtually
free of distortion
Provides excellent optics and visual acuity, making it
applicable for tactical use where a full range of vision is
important. Meets ANSI Z87.1-1989 (R-1998)2 standard
for impact and penetration resistance.

Key Features:

Mask facepiece with
5-point strap:
753000 Small
763000 Medium
773000 Large

Mask facepiece with
mesh headnet:
753100 Small
763100 Medium
773100 Large

Tactical canisters:
168800 CN/CS/P100, 40 mm
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Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN (NIOSH)

ONE-Fit Molded Cup (NIOSH)

The Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN full facepiece was developed
specifically for first responders in tactical, CBRN, and riot
control situations. The Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN provides
respiratory protection from certain chemical, biological,
radiological, and nuclear agents.

ONE-Fit molded cup disposable
N95 respirators are universal, onesize respirators designed to fit most
face sizes and shapes. Offered in
valved and non-valved versions.

Facepiece with 5-point strap:
759000 Small
769000 Medium
779000 Large
Facepiece with 5-point strap and drink tube:
759020 Small
769020 Medium
779020 Large
Tactical canisters:
168800 CN/CS/P100, 40 mm
169000 CBRN, 40 mm

14110444 NBW95 – N95 disposable
particulate respirator
(1 box of 20)

SAF-T-FIT Plus (NIOSH)
SAF-T-FIT Plus molded cup
disposable respirators offer the
most variety in protection, size and
comfort.

Survivair Opti-Fit Accessories
(NIOSH)

N95 disposable particulate respirator with boomerang
nose seal:
14110390 N1115 Small (box of 20)
14110391 N1115 Medium (box of 20)
14110392 N1115 Large (box of 20)

The Survivair Opti-Fit full-face APR
respirator accessories include
optional lens covers and more.

P100 disposable particulate respirator with full-face seal
and valve:
14110440 P1130 Medium/large (ea.)
14110441 P1130 X-large (ea.)

962260
702028

Spectacle kit
Clear lens covers, Twenty/20+™, peel-away
(1 pkg of 25)
702019 Tinted lens covers, Twenty/20+™, peel-away
(1 pkg of 25)
763076 Tactical and CBRN gas mask carrying pouch, black
702031 Neck strap kit
981808 Anti-fog wipes (box of 100)
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Respiratory Protection
SC420 CBRN Powered Air Purifying Respirator (NIOSH)
SC420 CBRN PAPR Performance
Maximum flow rate
115-140 Lpm
Battery run time

D-cell: 10-12 hours; LiSO2: 4 hours
NiMH: 8-10 hours

Ambient temperature

-32° to 49° C (-26° to 120° F)

EMI

MIL-STD-461C, Part 4, RE02

Environmental

Water and dust protection

Decontamination

Performance not affected adversely

Blower life

MTTF > 1000 hr

Stock SC420 CBRN PAPR System Configurations
Includes SC420 CBRN blower, airflow indicator tool, decon
belt, breathing tube, battery option, 2 CBRN canisters,
2 shower caps, black carrying case, approved environmental
battery storage box. Facepiece ordered separately.
560004 D-cell battery holder pack (batteries not included)
560008 Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) rechargeable battery
(includes charger and extended green cap)
560002 Lithium sulfur dioxide (LiSO2) battery

The SC420 CBRN PAPR is a durable, lightweight and
efficient system that is easy to use in high-stress environments. Batteries are “hot swappable,” providing more
efficient work. Canisters and power supplies are troublefree to change out with gloved hands. The CBRN PAPR
combines an industry-leading blower with the established
Survivair Opti-Fit™ CBRN tight-seal facepiece, providing
optimum air flow and reduced physical stress.

Order one of these Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN facepieces
to complete the system
Facepiece with Kevlar® headnet:
759500 Small
769500 Medium
779500 Large
Facepiece with Kevlar® headnet, drinking tube:
759520 Small
769520 Medium
779520 Large
Facepiece with 5-point strap:
759000 Small
769000 Medium
779000 Large
Facepiece with 5-point strap, drinking tube:
759020 Small
769020 Medium
779020 Large

• SC420 CBRN PAPR
design
Offers flexibility and
convenience.
• Three power supply
options
– D-cell holder pack
holds four off-the-shelf
D-cell alkaline batteries.
Source batteries in any
situation or environment.
– NiMH rechargeable
battery.
– LiSO2 one-time-use battery
• One quantitative fit test
For the Survivair Opti-Fit CBRN facepiece and the
Survivair Twenty/20+™ CBRN SCBA facepiece (headgear
must be the same).
• Many accessory options available
• NIOSH approved
Meets CBRN CAP 1 standards.

Key Features:

Power Supply and Power Supply Accessories
769535 D-cell battery pack holder (batteries not included)
769531 Nickel metal hydride rechargeable battery
769545 Nickel metal hydride charger
769533 Nickel metal hydride extended cap
769532 Lithium sulfur dioxide battery
769584 Approved environmental battery storage box

CBRN Canister and Shower Cap
169000 CBRN canister
769513 CBRN canister, shower cap

Spectacle Kit
962260 Rx spectacle kit (metal frame)
964044 NexSpex spectacle kit (plastic frame)
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Body Protection
Capture Shields

Body Shields

Hand-held capture shields with ergonomic features are
designed exclusively for cell extraction applications.

Shields for police, sheriff, national guard, university police,
riot squad and jail. Hand-held body shields with ergonomic
features. Rectangle shape. The ID label that is supplied must
be specified at the time of the order. Example: “POLICE,”
“SHERIFF,” “CORRECTIONS,” “POLICIA,” etc.

• Strong double handles
Allow for a firm grip under various conditions.
• Foam padding
Provides additional holding friction.
• Superior optical quality and workmanship
• Unique design
Allows two people to grip with both hands on each
handle when extra holding power is needed, and the
handles are dielectric to prevent electrical pass-through.
• Designed and tested
Exclusively for cell extraction.

Key Features:

• Ergonomic handle
Allows 2-handed use for extreme circumstances.
• Breakaway handle and strap
Dielectric to prevent electrical pass-through and can be
reversed for left or right hand use.
• Wide nylon arm strap
Adjusts easily while in use.
• Superior optical quality and workmanship

Key Features:

BS-2 – .150" thick, 20" wide, 36" tall
BS-3 – .150" thick, 24" wide, 48" tall
BS-9 – .250" thick, 24" wide, 48" tall
V-50 "Frag" rated

CS-4 – .150" thick, 24" wide, 48" tall
CS-5 – .250" thick, 20" wide, 36" tall
CS-8 – .150" thick, 20" wide, 36" tall

BS-7 – .150" thick, 24" round with a
formed radius that minimizes
twisting leverage against the
officer
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Body Protection
Full Light Body Armor

1010-ET Knee Shield

Body armor for police, sheriff,
national guard, university
police, riot squad, jail, military.

Shields for
corrections-inmate
confrontations and
control.

• Shock-absorbing, flameretardant components
Designed to provide maximum
protection to the chest, back,
shoulders, arms, knees, and
shins from aggressive strikes
during tactical operations.
• Flexibility
Provides a high degree of
flexibility and can be
adjusted to any size with
ease using the rubber and
Velcro® fastening system.
• One size fits all
Can be worn on top of or
under a uniform.
• Unparalleled fit and function
over any similar product

Key Features:

• Articulated, rigidshell knee pad
Heavy elastic with
Velcro® adjustment.
• Rugged design
For use in the most severe conditions such as cell
extraction or direct contact during riot control.
• Full knee protection
Shell protects knee from above and below, beyond
standard-style knee pads.
• Penetration-resistant shell
Resists penetration by sharp or pointed objects.
• Designed to be worn loosely
Worn loosely for comfort, and then quickly tightened
before conflict.

Key Features:

1010-ET

LBA-55

Infectious Disease Control Shield

1010-EB Knee Shield

Shield for police, sheriff, university
police, jail, institutional, medical.

Shields for
corrections-inmate
confrontations and
control.

• Complete system
Unit can be disposed after use at
minimal expense.
• One size fits all
• Complete face shield assembly
Elastic attachment and foam forehead cushion.
• Re-sealable bag
Keeps the unused product clean and ready for use.
• Ease of use
Individual units may be rolled into a tube and stowed in a
cargo pocket for easy access when needed.

Key Features:

IDC/F

• Articulated, rigidshell knee pad
Heavy elastic that
has a Velcro® adjustment.
• Full knee protection
Shell protects knee from above and below, beyond
standard-style knee pads.
• Penetration-resistant shell
Resists penetration by sharp or pointed objects.

Key Features:

1010-EB

5 shields in a resealable bag
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Tactical Safety Eyewear
Uvex Genesis® Eyewear

Uvex XC® Eyewear

Designed for comfort.
Engineered to protect.

The XC® is the all-in-one
solution in protective eyewear.

• Soft elastomer browguard
Diffuses and deflects impact.
• Lens replacement system
Easy and economical.
• Dual 9-base wrap-around
polycarbonate lens
Provides uncompromised
peripheral vision and superior protection.
• Soft, flexible nose fingers
Adjust and conform to almost any nasal profile to reduce
slippage and improve fit.
• Rx carrier insert
Available for prescription eyeglass wearers; shields
expensive prescription lenses from damage.
• Adjustable temples
3-position ratchet lens inclination adjusts for a custom fit.
• Dura-streme® lens coating
Minimizes fogging and provides superior scratch resistance.

• Soft, flexible nose fingers
Conform to fit a variety of
nasal profiles.
• Lens replacement
Quick and easy.
• Cushioned temples and brow
Provide all-day comfort.
• Adjustable temples
3-position ratchet lens inclination adjusts for a custom fit.
• Innovative design
Extends protection and offers more than 180 degrees of
peripheral coverage.
• Ergonomically balanced
Multi-Material Technology® (MMT) frame provides
exceptional all-day comfort.
• Rx lens insert
Offers an alternative for workers requiring vision correction.
• Extended 9-base wrap-around lens
Provides extra cheek and side coverage (up to 20% more
than Genesis®).
• Dura-streme® lens coating
Minimizes fogging and provides superior scratch resistance.
• Rx carrier insert
Available for prescription eyeglass wearers; shields expensive
prescription lenses from damage and fit snugly inside the XC.

Key Features:

Key Features:

Meets military V0 ballistic test for impact
Meets ANSI Z87+ and CSA Z94.3 standards
Lifetime frame guarantee
Made in U.S.A.
S99-S3200D-MIL

S99-S3212D-MIL
S99-S520-MIL

S99-S6900D-MIL

S99-S6912D-MIL

S99-S3350-MIL

S99-S3291-MIL5A

Genesis® eyewear, black frame, clear
Dura-streme® lens
Genesis® eyewear, black frame, gray
Dura-streme® lens

Meets military V0 ballistic test for impact
Meets ANSI Z87+ and CSA Z94.3 standard
Lifetime frame guarantee
Made in U.S.A.

Genesis® black crush-resistant case

S99-S3300D-MIL

Genesis clear Dura-streme® replacement
lenses, 10/box

S99-S3301D-MIL

Genesis® gray Dura-streme® replacement
lenses, 10/box

S99-S6950D-MIL

Genesis® stainless steel Rx carrier
Genesis® Dura-streme® combo kit.
Includes Genesis eyewear assembly
with clear Dura-streme® lens, gray
Dura-streme® sunglass replacement lens,
Op Drops anti-fog/cleaning solution,
retention strap, storage pouch and cleaning
cloth, black crush-resistant carrying case

S99-S6951D-MIL

XC eyewear, black frame, clear Dura-streme®
lens
XC eyewear, black frame, gray Dura-streme®
lens
XC clear Dura-streme® replacement lenses,
10/box
XC gray Dura-streme® replacement lenses,
10/box

S99-S3399-MIL3A XC Dura-streme® combo kit. Includes: XC
eyewear assembly with clear Durastreme®
lens, gray Dura-streme® sunglass replacement
lens, Op Drops anti-fog/cleaning solution, retention strap, storage pouch and cleaning cloth,
black crush-resistant carrying case
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RELIABILITY AND QUALITY PROVEN IN THE FIELD...
TIME AND TIME AGAIN
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Face Protection
Goggles

Riot Shields
Honeywell riot shields for police, sheriff, national guard,
university police, riot squad, jail, military.

Goggles for tactical deployment and other emergency
operations. Designed to meet ANSI Z87+ for use where
certain physical hazards are likely to be encountered, such as
during forced entry, rescue operations, emergency medical
operations and victim extraction.

• Universal face shield system
Adapts to most helmets.
• Designed to fit
ACH, MICH and PASGT style military helmets.
• Shield locks into the stowed or deployed positions
Releases with one hand.
• Pivot and lock assembly
Easily transfers to the right or left of the shield for
individual preference.
• Unparalleled fit and function over similar products

Key Features:

• REPEL® design meets the
needs of a tactical deployment.
• Aspherical dual lens
Hard coated and optically
correct outer lens.
• Anti-fog inner lens
Designed to meet the needs of this specific environment.
• 360-degree ventilation
• Clear or gray lens available

Key Features:

Certified to NIJ 0104.02 for police use

RTG-2 – Repel Molded Tactical Goggle

DK7-X.250AF
- Designed to clear the
forehead.
- Mounting bracket accepts
night-vision goggles.

• A-TAC design meets the needs
of a tactical deployment.
• Dual lens
Hard coated, optically correct
outer lens.
• Anti-fog inner lens
Designed to meet the needs of this specific environment.
• Fits over most prescription, safety and sun glasses.
• Baffled top & bottom vents
Provide chemical splash protection.
• Rear strap buckle
Quick strap elastic adjustment and quick release.
• Clear or gray lens available

Key Features:

DK6-X.250AF
- Integral rubber seal provides
a liquid barrier at the helmetshield interface.

DK5-X.250AF
- Provides face protection in
riot conditions.
- Integral rubber seal provides
a liquid barrier at the helmetshield interface.
- .250˝ thick special heavygauge shield.
- Specified with a national stock number for federal and
military use.

510-T – A-TAC Goggle

• ACG design fits the needs of
military and tactical deployment.
• 360-degree ventilation
• Lens coating
Provides long life in sand blast conditions.
• Helmet and night vision compatible
• Transparent ballistic lens
Designed with new self-healing hard-coated anti-fog
coatings. Optically correct lens.
• 100% UV protection lens
• Clear or gray lens available

Key Features:

ACG-L – Advanced Combat Goggle (ACG)
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WITH OUR DEDICATION,
COMBAT K-9 IS APPRECIATED
IN ELITE CIRCLES FOR
BUILDING THE STRONGEST,
TOUGHEST AND SMARTEST
CANINE EQUIPMENT.

Combat K-9 is a cutting-edge provider of products, technology and
solutions for the tactical community. Combat K-9 was formed by an inventor
to provide unparalleled canine solutions for US Special Operations. Our
continued mission is to deliver the world’s best equipment so American
teams may deploy the world’s best canines. Coming from a background in
advanced parachute systems, our company brings that same innovation,
strength and craftsmanship to our K-9 customers.

C O M B AT K - 9 P R O D U C T S

Combat K-9 Products
Pro Collar

FastCapture™

Not intended to be releasable under tension or load,
this connection is specifically intended for quickly
connecting a K-9.

The strongest, toughest and longest-lasting collar on the
market.
• Quality components
Made with the best hardware and materials.
• High tensile strength
900 lb
• Stainless steel click buckle
Quickly releases, similar to a seatbelt buckle.
• Adjustable – 19” to 31”
• Low-profile and silent

Key Features:

• Specialized hardware
Allows you to set the jaws in open capture mode; they will
automatically snap shut upon contact.
• Parachute spliced construction
Braided Dacron™ cable makes this tether very highstrength while keeping volume to a minimum.
• WristGrip™ handle
Machined ring can be combined with a carabiner or
R.A.P.I.D.™ to attach to a belt, depending on requirements.

Key Features:

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.
PRC-BLK
PRC-TAN
PRC-COY
PRC-GRN
PRC-BLU

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.

Black
Tan
Coyote
Green
Blue

FC-2-BLK-DAC
FC-3-BLK-DAC
FC-4-BLK-DAC
FC-5-BLK-DAC
FC-6-BLK-DAC
FC-10-BLK-DAC

FC-2-BLK-WEB
FC-4-BLK-WEB
FC-6-BLK-WEB
FC-8-BLK-WEB
FC-10-BLK-WEB
FC-15-BLK-WEB
FC-30-BLK-WEB
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2 ft. Dacron™
3 ft. Dacron™
4 ft. Dacron™
5 ft. Dacron™
6 ft. Dacron™
10 ft. Dacron™
2 ft. Webbing
4 ft. Webbing
6 ft. Webbing
8 ft. Webbing
10 ft. Webbing
15 ft. Webbing
30 ft. Webbing

C O M B AT K - 9 P R O D U C T S

Combat K-9 Products
R.A.P.I.D.™

Gripcord™

Rapid Attach Point Deployment™
An alternative to carabiners.

A semi-traditional leash that
is faster to remove than
standard hardware but
still requires a free hand to
release the pull tab.

• 1.5˝ loop
Captures belts, web gear or other hardware while 1˝ steel
ring allows for deployment.
• High-strength loop-type connection
Allows for quick release under tension.
• Use with all high-strength tethers
Including the MicroLead™ and FastCapture™ connection.
• Snag-proof trigger
Stows without Velcro®, buttons or elastic.
• Fast and complete breakaways
With a sharp pull of the activator.
• 1,500 lb heavy-duty breaking strength

Key Features:

• Panic-shackle hardware
Utilizes the same hardware
that is commonly used in the
skydiving and sailing industries for its quick-release feature.
• Coated stainless-steel mechanism
Black oxide coating provides a no-glare finish for tactical
operations.
• 2500 lb harness-grade nylon with wear indicator stitch
Allows for easy inspection.

Key Features:

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.

RA11

GC-2-BLK
GC-4-BLK
GC-6-BLK
GC-8-BLK

SPEED-MUZZLE™

2 ft. GC-10-BLK 10 ft.
4 ft. GC-15-BLK 15 ft.
6 ft. GC-30-BLK 30 ft.
8 ft.

MicroLead™

Traditional muzzles are slow to
remove and thus pose an irreversible hazard to capabilities. The
SPEED-MUZZLE™ provides an
innovative solution to this problem
and is necessary if providing
treatment to a wounded dog.

• High-strength connection
Braided Dacron™ cable
spliced to exotic hardware
using parachute construction
splicing techniques.
• Micro panic shackle
Releases via pull tab and
can be attached to the ring to
form a loop.
• Low bulk
Rated to 880 lb
• Wrist Grip™ handle

Key Features:

• Muzzle releases at the pull of a tab
Allows canine to be readied for defense or aggression in
fractions of a second.
• Open-mouth design
Provides protection without handicapping the dog’s
ability to breathe, drink, detect scent, or vomit.
• Easy to place and remove

Key Features:

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.
Patent pending

Lifetime warranty
Made in U.S.A.

SM-GSD German Shepherd
SM-MAL Malinois
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ML-2-BLK
ML-3-BLK
ML-4-BLK

2 ft.
3 ft.
4 ft.

ML-5-BLK
ML-6-BLK
ML-10-BLK

5 ft.
6 ft.
10 ft.

C O M B AT K - 9 P R O D U C T S

Combat Patrol Leash

Combat Patrol Harness

Originally designed to put a
quick-release handle on tough
patrol dogs overseas. Its design,
materials, hardware and
construction make this the ultimate
leash for critical patrol work.

The ultimate combat patrol
harness. Designed for
combat units, proven to be
incredibly versatile. Lightweight and comfortable
design.

• Quality stainless snap shackle
hardware
Releases by firmly pulling the
activator.
• Instant breakaway action
Same as Gripcord™ and
MicroLead™.
• Heavy nylon harness webbing
Delivers years of hard use.
• Combines with existing leads
Via 1˝ ring while still providing a grip close to the animal.
• Parachute style construction
• Double-stitched harness webbing
• Stainless attachment ring
• Stainless shackle with oversized activator
• Built-in swivel prevents twisting

• Mesh panels
Allow ventilation to keep
dogs cool.
• Wide grab handle
Lies flat for reduced snag
profile.
• Welded steel D-ring for
attachment
• Four buckles
Allow for harness to be
adjusted in all directions.
• Unique chest panel
Comfortably prevents
shifting.
• Fully adjustable
• Strong metal-to-metal
click buckles

Key Features:

Key Features:

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.
CPL-BLK
CPL-TAN

Lifetime warranty
Made in the U.S.A.
CPH-BLK
CPH-TAN
CPH-GRN

Black – 12˝ length
Tan – 12˝ length
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Black
Tan
Green
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